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Abstract 1 

Automated data collection provides 2 

tempting opportunities for social sciences 3 

and humanities studies. Abundant data 4 

accumulating in various digital archives 5 

allows more comprehensive, timely and 6 

cost-efficient ways of harvesting and 7 

processing information. While easing or 8 

even removing some of the key problems, 9 

such as laborious and time-consuming data 10 

collection and potential errors and biases 11 

related to subjective coding of materials 12 

and distortions caused by focus on small 13 

samples, automated methods also bring in 14 

new risks such as poor understanding of 15 

contexts of the data or non-recognition of 16 

underlying systematic errors or missing 17 

information. Results from testing different 18 

methods to collect data describing 19 

newspaper coverage of climate change in 20 

Finland emphasize that fully relying on 21 

automatable tools such as media scrapers 22 

has its limitations and can provide 23 

comprehensive but incomplete document 24 

acquisition for research. Many of these 25 

limitations can, however, be addressed and 26 

not all of them rely on manual control. 27 

1 Introduction 28 

Despite the digital era's advancements, manual data 29 

collection continues to dominate humanities and 30 

social science studies, notably in media studies 31 

where the significance of digital communication is 32 

ever-increasing (Shearer and Mitchell 2021). Most 33 

print newspapers publish also online versions of 34 

their news content, and these online versions have 35 

exhibited modest variations in content compared to 36 

their print counterparts (Hoffman 2006; Mensing 37 

and Greer 2013; Hagar and Diakopoulos 2019). 38 

The growth of online data has spurred the 39 

development of various automated data collection 40 

tools, such as media scrapers and public APIs, 41 

enhancing accessibility to vast datasets (Sirisuriya 42 

2015; Aitamurto and Lewis 2013). However, the 43 

ease of collecting big data has potentially 44 

overshadowed inherent biases and errors, leading 45 

to availability bias and other types of bias affecting 46 

dataset representativeness (Mahrt and Scharkow 47 

2013; Grimmer et al. 2022). 48 

While web scraping is often viewed as a 49 

technical phenomenon, there is a growing 50 

discourse on the “softer issues” surrounding it, 51 

including ethical and legal considerations (Murray 52 

State University et al. 2020; Khder 2021; Zimmer 53 

2010; Bruns 2019). The field is evolving, 54 

especially as platforms like Meta and Twitter have 55 

restricted data access. 56 

Research on automated data collection has 57 

proliferated since the turn of the millennium, 58 

focusing largely on social media content 59 

(Scharkow 2013; Venturini and Rogers 2019). 60 

However, less attention has been given to utilizing 61 

automated methods for newspapers, with warnings 62 

about the trade-offs between automation and 63 

reliability (Deacon 2007; Mahrt and Scharkow 64 

2013; Wijfjes 2017). 65 

Media content analysis has traditionally 66 

involved small samples and qualitative approaches 67 

due to labor-intensive collection and coding. The 68 

shift towards automated research methods is 69 

motivated by the potential for larger sample sizes, 70 

despite reliability trade-offs (Broersma and 71 

Harbers 2018; De Grove et al. 2020; Wijfjes 2017; 72 

Blatchford 2020). Challenges and caveats related 73 

to computational methods, including supervised 74 

machine learning, have been discussed, 75 

emphasizing the need for caution in overestimating 76 

the benefits of automation (De Grove et al. 2020). 77 
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Media studies often lean towards manual or semi-78 

automated collection methods, with less emphasis 79 

on fully-automated tools or “theory-driven online 80 

scraping” (Lodhia 2010; Khder 2021).  81 

In Figure 1, we summarize the evolution of data 82 

usage and data collection methods and issues 83 

related to the reliability of data archiving from 84 

platform to platform. The aim of this article is to 85 

critically examine the pros and cons of different 86 

data collection methods and the crossing from 87 

manual and semi-automated data collection to fully 88 

automated practices. It is based on a case study 89 

focusing on newspaper data on climate change, 90 

showing the development of climate change news 91 

from 1990 up to December 2020. 92 

 93 

2 Methods and materials 94 

Our focus is on the news coverage of climate 95 

change in the Finnish newspaper Helsingin 96 

Sanomat (HS), given its high societal relevance, 97 

interdisciplinary character, and extensive previous 98 

studies on its climate coverage (Suhonen 1994, 99 

Lyytimäki 2011, Kumpu 2016, Teräväinen et al. 100 

2011, Ylä-Anttila et al. 2018, Boykoff et al. 2019, 101 

Lyytimäki 2020). HS, the most widely circulated 102 

newspaper in the Nordic countries, has been a key 103 

source for monitoring media coverage of climate 104 

change in 58 countries and is a common subject in 105 

digital humanities and media studies (Boykoff et al. 106 

2022). 107 

The manual data (MD) for comparison 108 

comprises 14,750 news stories headlines retrieved 109 

from HS’s online archive, spanning from January 110 

1st, 1990, to December 31st, 2020. These stories, 111 

collected into a spreadsheet, were identified using 112 

specific climate-related queries (search screening 113 

full texts and using Finnish search terms for climate 114 

change, warming of climate and greenhouse effect) 115 

and included even those items mentioning climate 116 

issues tangentially (Lyytimäki 2011, 2015, 117 

Lyytimäki et al. 2020). Duplicates and irrelevant 118 

hits were removed based on manual inspection. 119 

Various factors, such as changes in the newspaper 120 

structure and search engine properties, influenced 121 

the data's format and content, with different 122 

information available across years and some data, 123 

like cartoons and advertisements, excluded. 124 

Automated data were obtained using two 125 

different scrapers utilizing the Sanoma API. The 126 

first scraper (S1) mimicked the manual approach, 127 

collecting data in batches of 50 articles, mimicking 128 

the batch size of articles the manual online search 129 

provides after each click of the “show more” 130 

button, from oldest to newest, including full texts 131 

where possible, using the newspaper3k Python 132 

package. The second scraper (S2), based on the 133 

Finnish Media Scrapers project (Mäkelä and 134 

Toivanen 2021), performed 93 queries to the API, 135 

breaking down the search period into weekly 136 

segments and yearly intervals for each query term. 137 

As the manual dataset consisted only of headlines, 138 

publication dates and the article urls, the scrapers 139 

were set to collect only those data. 140 

Both scraped datasets underwent cleaning to 141 

remove exact duplicates and ensure uniform 142 

formatting. The final comparison between manual 143 

and scraped datasets involved further cleaning and 144 

unifying data formats, focusing on the months the 145 

articles were published. 146 

It is crucial to recognize that while MD, S1, and 147 

S2 all access the same news archive, the 148 

methodologies employed by each distinctly shape 149 

the dataset's composition. This underlines the 150 

significance of the data collection process itself, as 151 

it inherently filters and frames the information 152 

extracted from the archive. Therefore, any 153 

disparities in the collected data are attributed to the 154 

differences in collection methods and the inherent 155 

biases each method may introduce, rather than 156 

variations in the source material except in the cases 157 

when changes had been made to the archive’s 158 

content or categorization in the times between the 159 

manual and scraped data collection. 160 

 

Figure 1:  Evolution of data usage for media 
studies. The figure expresses data sources and 
usages of different media.  
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While we acknowledge that inherent differences 161 

in the approaches of MD, S1, and S2 methods may 162 

lead to variations in the collected data, the 163 

comparison aims to highlight the nuances and 164 

potential biases each method introduces. The 165 

objective is to understand the trade-offs between 166 

manual and automated data collection, aiming to 167 

highlight the nuanced insights each approach offers 168 

and the unique biases they may introduce to the 169 

research on newspaper articles. 170 

3 Results 171 

Compared to the manual dataset (MD) of 14750 172 

news articles, neither of the datasets collected via 173 

the automated scrapers gave the exact same result. 174 

Also, different scraping techniques resulted in 175 

different amounts of articles. ¨ 176 

The S1 scraper queries resulted in 8227 stories 177 

on climate change, 7441 stories on greenhouse and 178 

1576 on climate warming. After removing 179 

duplicates there were 14669 news articles 180 

published between January 3rd 1990 and 181 

December 31st 2020. The first article of the dataset 182 

details record heat in England and the last headline 183 

of the dataset declares that the year 2020 was the 184 

warmest year on record in Finland.  185 

Initially, the S2 scraper provided the least 186 

amount of results: 7970 stories on climate change, 187 

7437 on greenhouse and 1575 on climate warming 188 

with a total of 14553 articles after removing 189 

duplicates. Representing both retrieval and 190 

resource bias (Grimmer et al., 2022), the reason for 191 

the scraper collecting fewer articles than the other 192 

two is that the scraper ran into problems with either 193 

broken articles, manifesting as blank pages or error 194 

messages, or articles consisting of dynamic content 195 

that prevented scraping the full texts of the articles. 196 

After correcting this and limiting the results to 197 

article headlines only, S2 resulted in an almost 198 

identical result as the first scraper with only one 199 

article more, on climate change, than S1. From here 200 

on, we will discuss only the S1 dataset. 201 

The full manual dataset of 14750 articles had 81 202 

articles more than the 14669 of S1 (See Fig 1). 203 

While the difference between the datasets is only 204 

half a per cent in total numbers, the differences 205 

become more apparent when comparing certain 206 

peaks in the data: In November 2000 S1 dataset 207 

showed 69 published articles and MD 88 articles. 208 

Other similar peaks include February 2007 (S1: 209 

106, MD: 146) and February 2008 (S1: 109, MD: 210 

156). From 2011 to 2018, the S1 seems to take over 211 

and contain more results. The largest peaks of S1 212 

align with the December 2015 Paris Accord when 213 

S1 displayed 121 results and MD only 85. From 214 

2018 to the beginning of 2020, MD displays more 215 

results on average and after that S1 again until the 216 

end of the year 2020.  217 

On closer inspection, including a detailed 218 

manual review of the discrepancies, focusing on 219 

Figure 2: Articles on climate change published on Helsingin Sanomat 2000 – 2021 collected from online 
archive. The figure shows clear peaks in the frequency of climate change coverage but also highlights 
differences between the datasets. 
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the type and content of articles that differ between 220 

the datasets, the articles causing the differences are 221 

mainly smaller commentaries, opinion pieces or 222 

editorials, and on a smaller scale, television or 223 

radio programming details. For December 2007 224 

MD has 156 articles and S1 had 109 articles. The 225 

differences appear to come from more opinion 226 

piece articles included in the manual dataset 227 

compared to the scraped set. While some opinion 228 

pieces and editorials were included in the scraped 229 

set, MD included numerous relevant ones such as a 230 

small comment piece titled “Vuoden viherpesu” 231 

(“Green Wash Of The Year”).  232 

In the opposite case of December 2015, the 233 

surplus of articles in the scraped dataset is mainly 234 

the result of several different editions of the same 235 

story published on two different sections of the site 236 

such as “ulkomaat” (“foreign”) and “ilta” 237 

(“evening”). In addition, some opinion pieces were 238 

included in the scraped set that were not present in 239 

the manual set.  240 

When calculating the percentage of matching 241 

articles between the datasets, using their unique 242 

identifiers, the article headlines and urls, the 243 

datasets were only 84,2 % identical. The 244 

differences can be mostly explained by differences 245 

in coding the articles in the manual set and the 246 

automatically retrieved headlines from the online 247 

archive which in turn may also change over time 248 

especially if the articles were subjected to A/B 249 

testing, usually changing the articles’ headlines to 250 

optimize online readership, during or after the data 251 

collecting. It should be pointed out that in February 252 

2023 an editor of Helsingin Sanomat admitted to 253 

modifying headlines of their online and print 254 

versions differently and an editor of the evening 255 

tabloid Iltalehti stated that negative headlines work 256 

better as they interest people more (Sillanmäki, 257 

2023).  258 

These kinds of discrepancies should, however, 259 

be also accounted for when assessing  different 260 

ways of obtaining data. A more reliable way to 261 

compare articles would be to use the articles’ 262 

hyperlinks that are not likely to change over time.  263 

Considering a stricter approach to removing 264 

duplicates, some articles were indeed almost 265 

identical to each other when it comes to the 266 

headline and even the article content despite having 267 

different hyperlinks. Removing duplicates based 268 

solely on the title or solely on the hyperlink may 269 

still leave different versions of the article in the 270 

datasets as some archived articles from the 271 

beginning of the datasets’ time period may have 272 

both the print version and the online version of the 273 

article available online with individual hyperlinks 274 

with minor variations in the online headline. In 275 

some cases, the same article was published twice 276 

within the same month with a different hyperlink. 277 

Also, the same or very similar headlines may lead 278 

to a “full” and an “abridged” version of the story. A 279 

combination of filtering by unique hyperlinks and 280 

headlines with the possible addition of publication 281 

month and content comparison may be a more 282 

accurate, though more cumbersome, approach. 283 

4 Discussion 284 

4.1 Automation as a solution  285 

Updates in search engines and content and 286 

categorizations of the database may distort search 287 

results updating old data. It is also possible that 288 

some items related to climate issues are missing 289 

from the sample because of the limited set of 290 

keywords. Therefore, it is vital to conduct test 291 

searches to ensure that the right balance is found 292 

between exclusion and inclusion. This, in turn, 293 

requires expertise on the qualities of the issues 294 

under scrutiny. For example, coverage of 295 

biodiversity loss and “the polycrisis” may overlap 296 

with climate change coverage. 297 

While manual data collection can offer a 298 

relevancy filter of sorts already during the 299 

collecting process, it is slow as all the details of the 300 

articles have to be manually copied and pasted or 301 

written in the data set document. The manual 302 

collecting process raises also issues with 303 

repeatability and handling errors in the original 304 

tasks found out later during the process. Especially 305 

with vast datasets, noticing an error after the data 306 

has been collected, it may not be possible to repeat 307 

the process afterwards due to limited human 308 

resources. The speed of automated data collection 309 

depends mainly on the processing power attributed 310 

to the scraper and the amounts of articles published 311 

during the period in question. For example, 312 

scraping article headlines for the search query 313 

“climate change” can take anything between a few 314 

seconds to a few minutes. For manual collection, 315 

the time spent can be considerably longer (Lauer et 316 

al. 2018), often beyond the resources available. 317 

Although automated scraping significantly 318 

enhances cost-efficiency and data breadth, it is not 319 

without trade-offs. For instance, automated 320 

methods may inadvertently capture irrelevant data, 321 
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necessitating post-collection filtering that can be 322 

both labor-intensive and prone to oversight. This 323 

underscores the importance of a balanced approach 324 

that weighs the speed and scope of automation 325 

against the precision and context sensitivity of 326 

manual data collection..  327 

The automated method also offers the possibility 328 

to collect much larger datasets much quicker and 329 

therefore the possibility of more comprehensive 330 

scopes for studies even if the data would have to be 331 

filtered down later. Manual collection can also 332 

suffer from a lack of timeliness as collecting the 333 

data can be too slow to produce data fast enough 334 

for topical analysis on quickly evolving topics. 335 

Apart from the comparable slowness, additional 336 

human errors and biases can be coped with via 337 

well-established ways such as intercoder reliability 338 

tests.  339 

Relying on automated methods may easily lead 340 

to omissions in reliability testing as data collected 341 

automatically can be assumed to have been 342 

collected “objectively”. In order to find the most 343 

reliable solution, testing between different 344 

automated methods and comparing results to 345 

similarly produced manual samples would be one 346 

way to address this issue, albeit time-consuming. 347 

The need for such testing increases with the gaps 348 

between data collection sessions as changes in 349 

APIs may result in different search results. 350 

. Especially with larger datasets consisting of 351 

thousands or millions of data points, systematic 352 

errors, that might have been caught more easily by 353 

human eyes, may go unnoticed by the researcher 354 

relying on automated data collection. Therefore, 355 

testing the methodology via smaller test runs is 356 

encouraged. While a scraper can perform perfectly 357 

fine for 90 per cent of the news articles, the 358 

remaining ten per cent may cause issues for the 359 

whole dataset. For example, a single misplaced 360 

comma or a semicolon scraped in the scraped data 361 

may mess up the following rows and columns. 362 

Additionally, especially on archived content, the 363 

scraper may hit a wall due to bad or obsolete 364 

programming. Such issues arise most often when 365 

scraping for full articles as each news story is a 366 

page of its own for the scraper to run into error-367 

inducing content which at best may lead to empty 368 

content cells in the dataset. For these reasons, error 369 

handling is very important in the scraping process.  370 

Causes for such systemic errors can also change 371 

over time. For example, changes in the newspaper 372 

website infrastructure such as adding CAPTCHA, 373 

a program that checks whether the user is human or 374 

a machine, and other anti-scraper measures will 375 

affect the results and possibly prevent for example 376 

collecting full texts of articles especially if the 377 

articles themselves are behind a paywall. 378 

Additionally, the introduction of the so-called 379 

“dynamic articles” that feature semi-interactive 380 

and interactive elements that reveal text as the 381 

reader scrolls down the article, also affects 382 

collecting the full texts of the articles, as they often 383 

require more sophisticated scraping techniques, 384 

frequently requiring site-specific programming. 385 

Such dynamic articles may be challenging for 386 

manual data collection as well. 387 

Finally, there are possible issues with 388 

timestamping the data. As the data is for the exact 389 

times when the articles were published and 390 

modified are available via scraping, there is a need 391 

to normalize the ordering of the data in the dataset 392 

whether it be by year, month, day or by minute. 393 

Whereas in fast-paced social media 394 

communication it may be important to know the 395 

publishing time by the second, in online news 396 

media analysis the timestamping may not need to 397 

be as detailed. The article can also be modified or 398 

republished after its original publication which 399 

may lead to the article being misplaced in the 400 

dataset depending on which variable one uses to 401 

sort articles by – for example “time published” or 402 

“time modified”. Though an issue of potentially 403 

limited relevance, should an article be updated for 404 

instance at the change of a month, it may be 405 

duplicated in a collection of datasets updated 406 

monthly. Additionally, the order of the articles may 407 

be relevant for consequential articles covering 408 

short-lived, fast-paced events. 409 

4.2 Common challenges 410 

There are also several common challenges for 411 

both manual and automated data collection. 412 

Changes in visual design and composition of the 413 

sections of the newspaper may have an influence 414 

on the number, length, and presentation style of 415 

news items. For example, during the study period, 416 

the composition of the printed version of HS was 417 

renewed several times, including a major change 418 

from broadsheet to tabloid on 8 January 2013. 419 

(Sanoma 2012). The data itself may not be 420 

complete as the provider may have altered the 421 

archive over the years. These kinds of archive 422 

alterations may not have had any nefarious 423 

intentions behind them as they may have been part 424 
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of restructuring the archive for better accessibility 425 

or functionality and may be limited to actions such 426 

as removing duplicates or recategorizing content. 427 

In some cases in the HS dataset, duplicate versions 428 

of articles were found even with a different 429 

hyperlink as they represented different versions 430 

such as online and print versions of the same article 431 

with only minimal changes.  432 

Proper (automated) comparison of the manual 433 

and scraped datasets require some unification and 434 

cleaning for the data. As the manual collecting 435 

process for large datasets often includes more than 436 

one researcher and may stretch to long periods of 437 

time, differences in recording the data are bound to 438 

be more frequent compared to automated scrapers 439 

that perform the task without variations. Omitted 440 

details can for example be added to the manual 441 

datasets using even the same automated tools used 442 

for scraping. It should be noted that each 443 

comparison case is different, and the methods and 444 

tools required to address such issues should be 445 

assessed by case and by data type. 446 

The transformation of news media from static 447 

text to dynamic, multimedia narratives presents 448 

both opportunities and challenges for data 449 

collection. Visual elements like photographs, 450 

infographics, and videos are integral to modern 451 

storytelling and can significantly influence 452 

audience perception. However, these non-textual 453 

elements are often not captured by traditional 454 

scraping techniques, highlighting a gap in our 455 

methodology that future studies will need to bridge 456 

to fully understand media impact.. Additionally, in 457 

recent years we have seen an uptick in different 458 

kinds of more complex news content such as the 459 

aforementioned dynamic news articles, and 460 

interactive news articles with sliders, polls and 461 

calculators, both providing valuable journalistic 462 

content and even significant amounts of text data to 463 

the reader but more complex to include as part of a 464 

text-based study. Embedded content may also 465 

prove to be difficult to access in the future, 466 

especially if it is included content that has since 467 

been deleted from the source. Deleted Tweets from 468 

Twitter/X, for example, are not accessible via those 469 

news articles that have embedded them in the 470 

middle of the news text after the deletion. Even 471 

though the contents of such Tweets would have 472 

been written out within the news text, they often are 473 

not verbatim and, if not in the native language of 474 

the publication, are translated.  475 

These issues reflect the overall evolution of a 476 

news article and the structural changes of news 477 

over time. Are both a long-form written piece and 478 

a news item including infographics and info boxes 479 

considered individual news stories? What about 480 

stories that are ever-changing or constantly updated 481 

such as articles following the global carbon budget 482 

diminishing every minute or articles related to the 483 

COVID-19 pandemic with daily updates on 484 

infections and victims? One way to individualize 485 

an article could be based on the article’s hyperlink. 486 

Then, if the article is changed, the hyperlink stays 487 

the same. This, however, does not take into account 488 

the potential changes in the message the article 489 

conveys to the reader. An article’s headline can 490 

change several times during the day of the 491 

publication due to click optimization, A-B testing, 492 

and localization to name a few reasons (Hagar and 493 

Diakopoulos 2019). The “original” headline could 494 

be said to be the one appearing on the paper version 495 

of the newspaper but then articles without a printed 496 

counterpart would have to be omitted.  497 

It is therefore paramount for the transparency 498 

and reproducibility of the data that a timestamp of 499 

the data collection is included also in the dataset. 500 

As changes and corrections in the text are often 501 

highlighted in the articles in question after the fact, 502 

the timestamp, while not covering the change, can 503 

at least indicate whether the article was included in 504 

the dataset before or after the alteration.  505 

The issue with the changing headlines is a recent 506 

one but an important one. While we do not focus 507 

on the messaging and framings in the headline in 508 

this article, the changes made to headlines that 509 

appear to the readers in different forms over 510 

different times, devices and platforms is an 511 

important topic for media studies and would have 512 

to involve tools closely monitoring such changes. 513 

A similar approach could and should be applied to 514 

the changes in the content of the articles. In fact, 515 

there are some instances that already collect and 516 

publish changes in headlines and content of news 517 

publications online.i   518 

  519 

4.3 Editorial decisions and the evolution of 520 

the language used 521 

The caveats for any use of automated online 522 

search functions of newspapers include the 523 

possibility that there may be articles omitted from 524 

the dataset that could be argued to be categorized 525 

as related to a topic such as “climate change” but 526 
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for some reason have not been included. These 527 

omissions could, however, be argued to represent 528 

in a rather transparent way the views of the news 529 

outlets. If an article is not included in the search 530 

results, whether on purpose or not, the media 531 

outlets communicate to their readers that the article 532 

in question is in fact not relevant in that context. 533 

The lack of categorization of the “missing articles” 534 

may, of course, have other, “human” reasons, too. 535 

The time and resource constraints at the media 536 

organization may play a role, as well as potentially 537 

the expertise dealing with the categorization, 538 

especially if done manually, may lead to the 539 

omission of some articles appearing relevant to 540 

climate scientists but perhaps not to the media in 541 

question. The primary category attached to the 542 

article may also be a factor, as several crises such 543 

as food shortages may in fact have to do with 544 

climate change but are not categorized primarily as 545 

such.  546 

The historical topic relevancy is also a factor, 547 

and search strategies should allow comparisons 548 

between different times and places. Climate change 549 

provides an example of a global issue with shared 550 

key terminology across different contexts, but 551 

languages differ in their emphasis as exemplified 552 

by the lack of use of the term “global warming” in 553 

Finnish debate. The language used to describe 554 

climate change has evolved considerably over the 555 

years, which is apparent in the data as we look at 556 

the yearly datasets by the scraper search queries: in 557 

1990 there were 18 articles categorized as “climate 558 

change”, 16 articles as “climate warming”, and 295 559 

articles on “greenhouse*”, respectively, while in 560 

2020 the respective figures were 1052, 82, and 288. 561 

Not only did the amount of the articles increase but 562 

also the shift to using the term “climate change” 563 

(“ilmastonmuutos”) instead of “greenhouse effect” 564 

(“kasvihuoneilmiö”) is apparent. By sheer quantity, 565 

the switch seems to have happened between 2006 566 

and 2007, which coincides with the publication of 567 

the influential Stern Review on the Economics of 568 

Climate Change (Stern 2007) released in October 569 

2006.  570 

Additionally, even if the news story on climate 571 

change has been categorized by a news outlet in the 572 

category “climate change”, the article may still be 573 

omitted from search results with the search query 574 

“climate change” for some other reason unknown 575 

to the public. For example, recent climate coverage 576 

in Finland often deals with carbon sinks of the 577 

Finnish forestry not necessarily mentioning the 578 

term climate change and labelled under energy 579 

policy rather than climate policy. The same 580 

retrieval bias applies to the concept of “emissions” 581 

as relevant stories may include references to 582 

emission targets but not climate change 583 

specifically. Furthermore, the apparent easiness of 584 

using such digital databases may tempt 585 

simplification in framing a complex topic such as 586 

climate change and prompt conclusions omitting 587 

the context. Similar simplification has been found 588 

for example in the coverage of Africa (Madrid-589 

Morales 2020). 590 

All in all, the Finnish newspaper archiving 591 

system does offer a wide array of opportunities for 592 

research: Historical newspapers are 593 

comprehensively digitalized with public and free 594 

access as their copyrights have already expired. 595 

While there are no comprehensive digital archives 596 

for more recent media coverage, the consolidation 597 

of media companies has led to archives combining 598 

materials from some previously independent 599 

newspapers. In these cases, the availability of 600 

copyrighted materials depends on the right owner. 601 

Access to such easy-to-use digital archives may 602 

also limit the usage of a certain database over 603 

another. HS not only provides the digital archive 604 

from 1990 onwards but also an archive of digital 605 

replicas of their newspapers from 1889 to 1997 in 606 

PDF format. Full texts are made available for 607 

subscribers. The PDF archive is, however, not as 608 

easy to analyze via automation and machine 609 

learning and would require for example tools 610 

related to computer vision.  611 

Finally, compared to research on print editions 612 

or their virtual counterparts such as PDF copies, 613 

online news archives are unable to provide 614 

information on the visibility given to the article on 615 

the day of publication. Though the front page of the 616 

print edition and the main stories on the web page 617 

do frequently differ, online news archives only tell 618 

when the story was been published with possible 619 

additions of its categorization and type. 620 

5 Conclusion 621 

Our findings reveal the impracticality of an 622 

exhaustive data collection strategy, challenging the 623 

notion that completeness equates to 624 

comprehensiveness. Instead, our research 625 

underscores the need for strategic sampling, where 626 

the focus is on capturing a representative swath of 627 

articles that collectively provide insight into the 628 

evolution and nuances of issues such as climate 629 
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change coverage. Whether collected via automated 630 

scrapers or manual methods, it is very likely that all 631 

the news articles published will not be included in 632 

the dataset. There is a risk of complete lack and 633 

omissions of data for poorly deposited early years 634 

and risks related to diversifying presentation 635 

formats for recent years. Significant caveats should 636 

be addressed remaining caveats always 637 

communicated effectively.  638 

In order to avoid the research methodology 639 

becoming a black box, we advocate for meticulous 640 

documentation of data collection processes. This 641 

includes detailing the algorithms, API settings, and 642 

decision-making criteria employed during data 643 

scraping. Such transparency not only enhances the 644 

reproducibility of research but also allows for a 645 

critical evaluation of the methodologies used, 646 

promoting trust and verifiability in the findings. 647 

This is not limited to only including timestamps for 648 

the collecting periods but also the selected 649 

settings/features/attributes of the APIs and other 650 

relevant scraper features used. Typically, there is a 651 

routine expectation for transparency regarding the 652 

process of subjective data collection, especially in 653 

human-based methods. However, this level of 654 

scrutiny is often overlooked when it comes to 655 

automated methods.  656 

On the other hand, this responsibility could be 657 

shifted or partially shared if the data are not 658 

collected by the authors themselves but are 659 

provided by an external entity such as a company 660 

specialized in media analysis and scraping or even 661 

the news outlet itself. In the latter case, one then has 662 

to trust the outlet that they provide all the news 663 

stories on the topic they deem relevant. 664 

Additionally, in both the former and latter cases, 665 

the data collection becomes a true black box as 666 

reproducing the data collection is not possible 667 

based on solely the research article.  668 

While our study concentrates on the frequency 669 

of climate change articles, we acknowledge that 670 

this is a mere slice of the narrative. The visibility 671 

and prominence given to these articles — such as 672 

front-page placement or feature positions on 673 

websites — play a crucial role in shaping public 674 

discourse. Future research could enrich our 675 

understanding by incorporating these dimensions, 676 

potentially utilizing sophisticated tools to analyze 677 

digital replicas and virtual formats for a more 678 

holistic picture of media influence.  679 

Finally, we highlight the importance of securing 680 

public non-commercial databases collecting and 681 

storing media data. As media conglomerates and 682 

social media companies apply stricter 683 

commercially based data policies, such public 684 

databases become increasingly important both for 685 

manual and automated approaches. 686 
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i For example, there are several bot accounts on Twitter that highlight 

changes made to newspaper articles such as “Editing The Gray Lady” or 

 839 

@nyt_diff that reveals changes made on the main page of the New York 

Times website. 
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